Abstract. The key feature of online social networks (OSN) is the ability of users to become ac>ve, make friends and interact via comments, videos or messages with those around them. This social interac>on is typically perceived as cri>cal to the proper func>oning of these plaSorms; therefore, a significant share of OSN research in the recent past has inves>gated the characteris>cs and importance of these social links, studying the networks' friendship rela>ons through their topological proper>es, the structure of the resul>ng communi>es and iden>fying the role and importance of individual members within these networks.
Introduc0on
The recent explosive growth of online social network (OSN) plaSorms such as Facebook, Twi`er, LinkedIn, or Digg has sparked a significant interest into these online plaSorms. As several hundred million Internet users now regularly frequent these sites as a place to gather and exchange ideas, researchers have begun to inves>gate how this comprehensive record can be used to understand how and why users join a community, how these networks grow by friendship rela>ons, how informa>on is propagated among friends, and who are the most important and influen>al users in such social groups. A good understanding of these principles would enable many applica>on scenarios, such as the predic>on of elec>ons, compe>>ons and trends [1] , effec>ve viral marke>ng [2] , targeted adver>sing [3] or the discovery of experts and opinion leaders [4] .
These inves>ga>ons and applica>ons in social networks however make the fundamental assump>on that the friendship rela>ons between users are a cri>cal ingredient for the proper func>oning of social networks [5] , i.e., they assume that informa>on, opinions and influences are sourced by single individuals and then propagated and passed on along the social links between members of the community. The extent, density, layout and quality of the social links and the network of links as a whole will therefore determine how informa>on can be spread effec>vely.
In this paper, we report on results from a mul>--year empirical study of the online social network Digg.com, a so--called social news aggregator, that indicate that the cri>cality and importance of individual friendship rela>ons and the friendship network as a whole is less than previously perceived. In these social news aggregators, users submit news items (referred to as "stories"), communicate with peers through direct messages and comments, and collabora>vely select and rate submi`ed stories to get to a real-->me compila>on of what is currently perceived as "hot" and popular on the Internet. Yet, despite the many possible means to communicate, interact and spread informa>on, an analysis of ten million stories and the commen>ng and vo>ng pa`erns of two million users over a period of four years revealed that the impact of the friendship rela>ons on the overall func>oning and outcome of the social network is actually surprisingly low. In par>cular, we find that while users indeed form friendship rela>ons according to common interests and physical proximity, these friendship links are only ac>vated with 2% probability for informa>on propaga>on. Furthermore, in about 50% of all stories that became "hot", there was no prior contribu>on by the friend network to the extent that would have led to emerging popularity of the story; instead, we find that a cri>cal mass was reached through par>cipa>on of random spectators.
The contribu>ons of this paper are therefore two--fold: First, we challenge the current underlying assump>on in online social network research that friendship rela>ons and the network of friendships is a cri>cal necessity to proper informa>on propaga>on in these communi>es and present evidence for the limited conduc>vity of these links. Second, we show that (a) >ming and the alignment of user ac>vi>es is crucial to the success of submi`ed news items, which can either individually or in conjunc>on with friendships explain the inherent dynamics, and that (b) dis>nct interac>ons pa`erns exist, the majority happening outside the social friendship graph.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec>on 2 discusses related work and prior findings on the role and characteris>cs of friendship links and the friendship network in online social networks. Sec>on 3 describes background informa>on about the social network used in our experimenta>on and our data collec>on methodology. Sec>ons 4 and 5 present our findings on the role of friend--ships and selected individuals to the successful informa>on propaga>on. Sec>ons 6 and 7 present the role of temporal alignment between user ac>vi>es and demonstrate the existence of structure in user interac>on pa`erns outside the social graph. Sec>on 8 summarizes our findings and outlines future research. This ar>cle is an invited extended version based on our previous conference paper [6] , presented with more details and augmented with addi>onal findings.
Related Work
Ever since the publica>on of Katz and Lazarfeld's argument for the origin and spread of influence through communi>es [7] , researchers have inves>gated the mechanisms by which ideas and opinions are passed along social rela>onships. Since then, the role of individuals, as well as the characteris>cs and importance of their rela>onships have been inves>gated in a variety of different research fields.
A common way to describe the structure and rela>ons between individuals in a community are by "weak" and "strong" >es. Originally proposed by Granove`er [8] in a sociological context based on the intensity, frequency and amount of personal contact between individuals, this characteriza>on of interpersonal rela>onships has spread and been adopted by many other subject domains, such as marke>ng, poli>cal science and economics. According to the theory, weak and strong >es behave differently in communica>on and informa>on dissemina>on: while a lot of interac>on is taking place between "strong >es", i.e., persons with frequent and long--las>ng contacts, these >es within >ghtly knit clusters carry a lot of redundant informa>on; thus new and novel informa>on can best enter from outside these clusters across "weak >es".
These aspects of novel informa>on transmission and redundancy in weak and strong >es are further analyzed by Burt [9] within the context of organiza>onal networks, who finds that informa>on transfer in a company is best achieved when individuals possess a high number of overall, but rela>vely low number of redundant contacts. People switching between different posi>ons within an organiza>on keep their previous >es, and companies with a well--connected social network are exhibi>ng a larger agility to react to problems. Burt refers to areas within organiza>ons having too few or too weak "weak >es" as structural holes. Similar findings are also reported by Krackhardt [10] who inves>gated the importance of informal interpersonal networks in organiza>ons in >mes of crises. In a game, two hypothe>cal companies were created in which the units in one company contained friends working together in one division and in the other company friends have been in different units. During crises, simulated through a drop in available resources, the organiza>on having a well--connected network of units performed significantly be`er than the other one.
Hansen [11] added to this so--called search transfer problem the no>on that besides the existence of weak and strong >es, the absolute strength of a connec>on is also of noteworthy importance. In a study of informa>on sharing between subunits of large mul>--na>onal companies, well--connected units again scored be`er than others, but among equally well--connected subunits the ones with more intense >es performed even be`er due to increased collabora>on. When sharing complex knowledge, weak connec>ons did provide exposure and informa>on about possible solu>on approaches, successful adop>on however was aided by an increased intensity of the social >e.
When facing problems or difficult ques>ons, we turn to friends or acquaintances around us to get clues or a solu>on, as claimed by Homans [12] and Coleman et al. [13, as cited in [14] ]. Consequently, social interac>ons and ul>mately the social network provide a fer>le ground for the promo>on of new ideas, informa>on and innova>on. A prime example to assess such knowledge dissemina>on is Coleman et al.'s study "Medical Innova>on" [13] , inves>ga>ng whether and how a group of physicians are adop>ng a new drug aGer recommenda>ons from their social network. Later reanalyzed in [14] , Burt however does not find convincing evidence that social >es were indeed the driving force behind the adop>on of the new medica>on, as the number of >es to physicians who had adopted the drug had no influence on whether a physician was prescribing it in turn, which should occur in a contagion process.
Tsai [15] inves>gated the knowledge dissemina>on measured in terms of innova>on ability within an organiza>onal network of 60 business units and argues that the ability to obtain beneficial informa>on depends on the loca>on within a social network. Individuals or groups placed and connected in the center of the network get more exposure to informa>on simply through their topological loca>on in the system, which in his example manifested itself in higher innova>on performance.
Although the potent abili>es of networks to transmiung informa>on and relaying messages have been known for quite some >me since Milgram [16] conducted his famous experiment, leading to the by now well--known phrase "6 degrees of separa>on", interac>ons between the individual and the surrounding social network have received in the recent past new and diverse a`en>on, for example from researchers in human dynamics, public health or epidemiology. Christakis [17] for example demonstrated in a longitudinal study of some 12 000 par>cipants that a person's risk of become obese, his ability to stop smoking or maintain happiness is to a significant extent influenced by those around him. Both benefits and risks are being propagated by social >es, and the influences are contagious between friends and friends of friends. These recent outcomes have lead to new insights and impulses in public health, for example that certain diseases are be`er approachable at the individual and the network level or that epidemics may be more efficiently prevented under resource constraints when first protec>ng the high--degree en>>es by vaccina>on in the network, who act as fast spreaders of ideas and disease. The same underlying principle of the high importance of high--degree nodes can in turn however also create a significant problem, as these hubs pose a significant vulnerability in scale--free network topologies, for example when targeted by malicious a`acks [18] .
In recent years, two dis>nct trends have emerged in network analysis: First, with the availability of new datasets and fast processing op>ons the focus has shiGed from empirical observa>on of small groups of a few dozen to a few hundred par>cipants towards larger studies. With the advent and wide--spread popularity of online social network plaSorms, this field of study has gained addi>onal momentum as these newly available communi>es now provide an easily accessible, machine--readable data source for a broad--scale analysis of established research topics.
Second, the bulk of recent work has inves>gated the structural proper>es of complex networks, with a lesser focus on understanding the friendship and informa>on propaga>on processes taking place inside such large scale social networks.
Along these lines, Mislove et al. [19] studied the topological proper>es of four OSNs at large--scale: Flickr, YouTube, Live--Journal, and Orkut. By crawling publicly accessible informa>on on these networking sites, they evaluated different network metrics, e.g. link symmetry, node degree, assorta>vity, clustering coefficient of the four networks. The OSNs inves>gated were characterized by a high frac>on of symmetric links, and composed of a large number of highly connected clusters, thereby indica>ng >ght and close (transi>ve) rela>onships between users. The degree distribu>ons in the OSNs follow a power law and the power law coefficients for both in--degree and out--degree are similar, showing the mixed importance of nodes in the network --there are few well connected and important hubs to which the majority of users reach to.
In [20] , Leskovec et al. presented an extensive analysis about communica>on behaviors and characteris>cs of the MicrosoG Messenger instant--messaging (IM) users. The authors examined the communica>on pa`ern of 30 billion conversa>ons among 240 million people, and found that people with similar characteris>cs (e.g., age, language, and geographical loca>on) tend to communicate more. The constructed communica>on graph was analyzed for topological proper>es of the graph in terms of node degree, clustering coefficient, and the average shortest path length; it was shown that the communica>on graph is well connected, robust against node removal, and exhibits the small--world property.
Backstrom et al. [21] studied the network growth and evolu>on by taking membership snapshots in the LiveJournal network. They also presented models for the growth of user groups over >me. Benevenuto et al. [22] examined users ac>vi>es of Orkut [23] , MySpace [24] , Hi5 [25] , and LinkedIn [26] . A clickstream model was presented in [22] to characterize how users interact with their friends in OSNs, and how frequently users transit from one ac>vity (e.g. search for peoples profiles, browse friends profiles, send messages to friends) to another. There are also many researchers who aim to discover content popularity and propaga>on in OSNs. For instance, in [27] , photo propaga>on pa`erns in the Flickr OSN are studied. The results discovered in [27] reveal different photo propaga>on pa`erns, and suggest that photo popularity may increase steadily over years. An in--depth study about content popularity evolu>on and content duplica>on was performed with YouTube and Daum (a Korean OSN) in [28] . In this paper, Cha et al. studied the popularity distribu>on of videos uploaded to the two websites. It was shown that video popularity of the two applica>ons is mostly determined at the early stage aGer a video content has been submi`ed to the OSNs. A similar comparison was conducted for YouTube and Digg by Szabo and Huberman [29] , who presented a model of predic>ng the long term popularity of user generated content items.
Besides high--level observa>ons, there is only li`le known yet about the exact content propaga>on mechanisms taking place inside an online social network and the possible roles and impact different types of users might assume during informa>on dissemina>on. If unearthed, such insights would have many applica>on domains, ranging from the discovery of experts and opinion leaders to efficient innova>on adop>on and marke>ng. For this reason, the search for the "influen>als" has been a significant endeavour in the viral marke>ng literature where it is argued that "few important trends reach the mainstream without passing the Influen>als in the early stages, ... they give the thumbs--up that propel a trend". Their recommenda>on and word--of--mouth dissemina>on lets informa>on spread exponen-->ally [30, p. 124 ].
As it is however quite difficult to track the spread of content in online social networks and through this generate the basis to search for and study the role of influen>al users or influencing rela>onships, there exists to this date no study that evaluates the role of users and friendship within online social networks at a popula>on scale, i.e., across millions of subscribers. This paper aims to address this void and inves>gate for the en>re online social media aggregator Digg.com the following two hypotheses that are frequently assumed in social network analysis:
H1 There exist cri>cal members inside the community who have be`er or earlier access to important informa>on.
H2
Inter--personal rela>ons and the overall network of friendships are the key component to the successful spread of informa>on.
The remainder of this paper will dissect each hypothesis and evaluate it empirically.
The Digg data collec0on
The news portal "Digg.com" is a social content website founded in 2004, which according to the ra>ng provided by Alexa Internet, Inc. [31] in 2010 belonged to the top 120 most visited websites in the Internet. At the end of the presented study, a total of 2.2 million users were registered on the webpage, submiung between 15,000 to 26,000 stories per day to the system. Out of those submi`ed stories, approximately 180 stories per day were voted to become "popular". The collected corpus contained the ac>vi>es of users and the content of more than 10 million stories in total, 200 000 of which achieved cri>cal mass.
Within a social media aggregator such as Digg.com, registered users are able to par>cipate by submiung, commen>ng and vo>ng on content they like or dislike. Users can send in news or blog ar>cles, images and videos by submiung a link to the web page where the informa>on can be found, together with a >tle and brief descrip>on of the media item. Entries in Digg are categorized in 10 main topics (Business, Entertainment, Gaming, Lifestyle, Oweat, Poli>cs, Science, Sports, Technology, World News), each further divided into a total of about 50 special interest areas. Registered users and visitors to the site can browse the collec>on for example by category, submission >me or through a recommenda>on engine, thus, Digg also acts as a online social bookmarking site.
New submissions to the system are enqueued in a special sec>on of the web site called "upcoming", where entries are staying for a maximum of 24 hours. If an item generates enough a`en>on and posi>ve recommending votes, an ac>vity called "digging", within this >me period, the story is tagged as "popular" and "promoted" to the "front page", which is the main home page immediately visible to anyone naviga>ng to the Digg.com website. Thus, once promoted to the front pages, a story generates a lot of a`en>on and traffic from registered users and casual visitors. The concentrated, sudden instream of users following the link from a promoted story is oGen so large to frequently overload remote web servers, referred to in the community as "the digg effect".
On the Digg website, users also engage directly with each other and can create friendship connec>ons to other users in the network. These connec>ons can either be one--direc>onal or two--direc>onal, in which case the user is either a fan or a confirmed mutual friend with another person. Fans and friends are no>fied by the friends interface of digg if their contact has "dugg" or submi`ed a story. With the introduc>on of the most recent revision of Digg (v4.0 was released in August 2010), this no>fica>on system was even made the default op>on when visi>ng Digg, i.e., only stories submi`ed or dugg by friends were visible to the user when browsing to digg.com (a feature called "My News"), and the default had to be proac>vely changed to also receive other recommenda>ons. It should be noted at this point that the seman>cs of a friend in Digg (obtaining informa>on) is certainly different from a friendship in Facebook (personal acquaintance) or LinkedIn (business contact) [32] , as also the main func>on differs between these social networks. As this paper inves>gates informa>on propaga>on and social news aggregators such as Digg.com focus on the exchange of informa>on, these results are only immediately applicable to this type of OSN. To what extent these findings can be extended towards other types needs more inves>ga>on.
To obtain the most complete and representa>ve snapshot possible, we studied different aspects of the Digg OSN, such as the friendship rela>ons, the characteris>cs of users, and the proper>es of the published content. While most social network traces are crawled using friendship rela>ons, e.g. [19] and [33] , the Digg dataset was obtained by a simultaneous explora>on of the network from four different perspec>ves, as shown in figure 1 . By using the Digg Applica>on Programming Interface (API) and direct querying of the website, we were able to explore the aforemen>oned four perspec>ves (from bo`om to top in Fig. 1 ) during data collec>on:
• Site perspec0ve: The Digg website lists popular and upcoming stories in different topic areas. Every hour, we retrieve the frontpages with all popular stories (for all topics) that are listed on Digg. Every four hours, all upcoming stories (for all topics) are collected. All discovered stories are added to an "all--known story" list maintained by us.
• Story perspec0ve: For each story that has been retrieved, a complete list of all ac>vi>es performed by different users (who digged on the story) is collected. Any user that is discovered will be added to the "all--known user" list for future explora>on.
• User Perspec0ve: For each user discovered within the Digg OSN, the list of their ac>vi>es, such as submiung and digging on stories, is retrieved. Occasionally, a previously unknown story is discovered (this is typically the case for older stories before we started the collec>on). For such a story, the en>re (digging) ac>vi>es of users are retrieved for that story.
• Social Network Perspec0ve: Each registered user can make friends with other Digg users. In the crawling process, a list of friends is retrieved for every user. If a friend is a previously unknown user, this user is added to the data discovery process, and a list of all his/ her friends and his/her public user profile informa>on are retrieved. This procedure is con>nued in a breath--first search (BFS) manner un>l no new user can be found. The process is periodically repeated aGerwards to discover new friendship rela>ons that have been formed aGer the last crawling pass through the data.
By using the above crawling methodology, we are able to collect nearly the en>re informa>on about friendships and ac>vi>es of users and the published content in the Digg network. This is a significant and important dis>nc>on as tradi>onal crawling techniques exploring a social network based on the friendship graph will only discover those users which are engaging in ac>ve community building and are also part of the (giant) connected component of the social graph. By exploring all four dimensions simultaneously, our data collec>on was able to iden>fy any user that was either (a) digging or commen>ng on a story, (b) submiung a story, or (c) made at least one friendship with any other user (even outside the connected component). A comparison indicated that this extended methodology was able to find nearly twice as many users than when only crawling the giant component of the social graph, and could already provide some explana>on to the contrary findings presented in our paper. Un>l July 2010, the Digg dataset has a volume of more than 600 GB (Giga Bytes), containing the related informa>on of about 2. 
Informa0on Spread through the Network of Friends
As discussed in the introduc>on and related work, it is commonly assumed that the friendship rela>ons within a social network are the cri>cal ingredient to the successful spread of informa>on. This sec>on will dissect this process and inves>gate for the case of the Digg OSN, whether the propaga>on of news is indeed the result of the ac>va>on of user >es.
Self--Organiza0on of the Friendship Network
According to sociological theory, friendship rela>ons in OSN grow directed by common interests and tastes [32] . Within the Digg social network, all news stories are classified within eight major topic areas, further subdivided by 50 special interests. When matching the users' concrete digging behavior with the topic area a story was classified in, we find that the subscribers exhibit quite strong and dis>nct preferences and tastes for individual topic areas: Even when following the content published in several genres, most of their a`en>on is focused on a few areas. As shown in figure 2 , if a par>cular user reads, diggs and is therefore interested in two dis>nct topic areas, say for example "Science" and "Technology", almost 70% of all consumed stories fall within the most preferred genre. For three subscribed topic areas, say for example "Lifestyle", "Business" and "Entertainment", the ra>os drop to 65%, 25% and 15%, thus the most preferred topic s>ll a`racts on average nearly two thirds of all clicks. Even for users interested in eight categories the top two will on average account for 60% of read stories.
Since the rela>ve preferences between categories are quite pronounced and stable, these ranks of user interest provide a direct measure of how similar the tastes and preferences of users in their informa>on acquisi>on are. When comparing two users and their ranking of topics, the number and distance of permuta>on steps required to transform one list into the other (the Wasserstein rank distance [34] ) will act as a measure of user similarity, e.g., two iden>cal lists will rank as 0, the same lists with the first and fourth Number of interested topics n
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topic exchanged as 3. A network--wide analysis of the similari>es between friends shows that users directly connected to each other have a very high alignment of their preferences and tastes: 36% of rank lists are iden>cal, 20% require one transforma>on, and within three transforma>on steps 80% of all friendship rela>ons are aligned. People acquire and maintain friendships based on whether these future friends have previously demonstrated a similar taste and composi>on in their digging behavior. Interes>ngly, the rate at which a user ini>ally acquires friends and diggs on stories seems to be related to the overall life>me of the user's account, determined as the >mespan since the first registra>on un>l the last ac>on performed by this account. Visitors who sign up and immediately form a lot of friendship rela>ons within their first day but slow down on their second, typically abandon their profile aGer one week or less. The slower and more con>nuous friends are added to a profile, the longer a person con>nuous to par>cipate on the Digg website, as shown in figure 3 . The most sustainable rate of digging ac>vity and friendship acquisi>on is exhibited by those who remain ac>ve for 3 years and thus can be considered heavy users of the plaSorm.
Incen0ves for Common Diggs
While there exists a perfect overlap between the interests and tastes of individual friends, there is a surprisingly low amount of common ac>vity among friends and on average only 2% of all friend pairs actually do react and digg on the same story.
The hypothesis that common interests result in the forma>on of friendships in order to gain informa>on from neighboring peers [33] would also predict that the more similar the tastes between friends are, the closer the alignment of clicking pa`erns would be. In prac>ce, we found this however not to be en>rely the case; although there is a generally decreasing trend between interest overlap and common clicks, the differences are not sta>s>cally significant. 
Ac0va0ng the Friends of Friends
Friends and friendship pairs however do not exist in isola>on, but are embedded within a larger network of the friends of the friends. This in OSN very dense structure [19] may work as a powerful promoter, as theore>cally a large number of nodes can be reached if informa>on can be passed on from friend to friend and propagated over several steps: In theory, an informa>on may reach an exponen>ally growing number of recipients as the number of hops it traverses increases. Given that there exists a cri>cal threshold that needs to be met to promote a story to high popularity and a limited number of friends are actually ac>ve on the site on a par>cular day, the network of friends, in other words the friends of friends, could make the difference between stories that spread or fall into oblivion.
Our analysis shows that informa>on can indeed travel over mul>ple hops from the original submi`er in the Digg OSN (see figure 5(a) ) and on average does reach 3.7 hops from the source un>l the propaga>on dies down. The actual contribu>on of the mul>--hop network, i.e., the amount of friends of friends that can actually be ac>vated by this process, is however rather limited. As shown in figure 4 nearly 70% of the ul>mately par>cipa>ng network of friends consists of the submi`er's direct contacts, while the incremental benefit of the addi>onal hops decreases exponen>ally. This result is not astonishing given the generally low ac>va>on ra>os of friends and possible redundancies in the spread as indicated by the dashed line in figure 5 (a), i.e., a person receiving several no>fica>ons from various friends in the previously ac>vated friendship network.
This aspect is further visualized in figure 5 (b), which shows the share of the total redundant no>fica>ons observed at a par>cular distance from the original source. A no>fica>on can be classified as redundant if a par>cular user has been informed about a par>cular story before and the incoming trigger consequently provides no addi>onal informa>on, or if a no>fica>on arrives aGer the receiving user has already digged on a story earlier on. As can be expected, due to the tree topology of the first hop friendship network, no duplicate no>fica>ons are ini>ally generated, while the number of redundancies increases rapidly as the spread progresses, both as a result of back--links into the already explored network and due to exhaus>on of the pool of possible candidates. The slope of both curves shown in figure 5(b) , the redundant no>fica>ons within the ac>vated friendship network indicated by the dashed line and the theore>cal maximum of redundant no>fica>ons if all friends would react to an incoming trigger indicated by the solid line, is however bounded: the former one declines with a dwindling network ac>va>on aGer three hops, the la`er one slows down as the network and all friendship links are geung saturated.
Reaching Cri0cal Momentum
All news stories submi`ed to the Digg social network are ini>ally collected in the "upcoming" list, which with more than 20 000 submissions per day has a very high turnover rate (more than 800/h) and a total capacity of 24 hours aGer which stories will disappear. In order to become promoted to the frontpages, a story therefore has to a`ract sufficient interest, i.e., a large enough number of diggs, within this >meframe of 24 hours. As shown in figure 6 , the majority of stories that passes this threshold does so aGer the ini>al 16 hours. We experimentally determined that about 7 diggs per hour are necessary to qualify for the promo>on, thereby stories should gather on average around 110 diggs. A story can rally this support ini>ally from random spectators or friends of the submi`er, who were no>fied about the newly placed story. To successfully spread via friendship links, a cri>cal mass of friends needs to vote on the item. For this to happen however (assuming that all or a high percentage of them will react to the incoming no>fica>on), a sufficient number of friends first need to be ac>ve and ac>ve on the Digg.com website within this promo>on window to become aware of the story and be able to contribute to its promo>on. This probability can be inferred from previous records, as the data set contains all instances when a par>cular user submi`ed, digged and commented on stories or created friendship links since account registra>on. Thus, an analysis of the combined ac>ons of a par>cular user provides a lower bound\footnote{as the user could have been ac>ve without having been logged in or visited and seen the website without performing any ac>on visible in the logs} of that person's probability to be ac>ve during a typical 24 hour >me window. Combining such es>mates with the structure of the submi`er's friendship network provides an approxima>on of the probability that a par>cular number of friends are ac>ve during the promo>on window. Figure  7 shows the average likelihood for a given number of friends to be ac>ve on the website on the same day, and therefore in theory be available to provide the required support. While the probability that the required 110 friends are indeed present corresponds with the actual promo>on success ra>o of 0.01, this fine line between failure and success strongly depends on the performance of the underlying stochas>c process, whether at a certain >me a sufficient number of friends are online and willing to support the story. In the remaining 99% of the cases, addi>onal support needs to be rallied from users outside the submi`er's friend network.
Are Users following the Herd?
As the impulse of a user to follow a friend's previous ac>on is rela>vely low, it might simply be that more than one trigger event is needed to ac>vate a user. There exists an established body of literature on behavioral mimicry [36] , indica>ng that people are subconsciously copying the behavior of those around them; for example, it has been reported that the likelihood for a person to buy a computer is influenced by how many computers are owned within that person's neighborhood [37] .
As our data set contains both the social rela>onships and ac>ons of users, we can use this combined informa>on to quan>fy to what extent such network externali>es are indeed influencing the behavior of individual users, i.e., does a person's likelihood to recommend some content depend on the number of friends that have previously reacted posi>vely to a par>cular item? For this behavioral mimicry to unfold, a chain of condi>ons however needs to be met: (1) There needs to be some mechanism that lets a person learn and observe the behavior of those around them. (2) The person needs to be ac>ve and able to receive and perceive the surrounding triggers. (3) A trigger needs to be >med in such a way that it can serve as an influencer to a person's behavior. 1 (4) If possible, a causal rela>onship between trigger and ac>on should be established.
In the case of Digg, the ac>vi>es of users are publicly visible to everyone, and by establishing a friendship link users can keep track of their friends' ac>vi>es through no>fica>ons. As friends might not be able to receive and view such no>fica>ons due to abandoned accounts, extended absences or non--aligned ac>vity periods (an issue further discussed in sec>on 6), only those users will be considered during the analysis that were ac>ve at least once on the Digg website during a par>cular story's life >me, and thus could in theory have received triggers resul>ng from their friends' ac>vi>es.
For these generally ac>ve users, figure 8 shows the probability that a person will click on the same story as one of their friends, depending on the total number of triggers received through their following rela>onships. As can be seen in the figure, this likelihood significantly increases with the number of incoming no>fica>ons, but saturates beyond 40 triggers. The overall ac>va>on level however highly depends upon the >me frame of observa>on: If a user may react any>me within a 30 day >me window, given enough triggers users on average click nearly on 75% of those stories as their friends have done before. This 30 day >me window is however the maximum life>me of promoted stories, which with 1% of all submi`ed stories (~ 160 daily) only encompass a small frac>on of the overall news content on the site. New submissions have to reach the promo>on threshold within 24 hours and for this >me window the maximum saturated ac>va>on probability across all stories drops to about 35%.
The presented ac>va>on ra>os (and many of those studied in the previous literature) have so far only looked at a user's individual behavior and the existence of a social rela>onship, in other words we
have not yet u>lized any temporal informa>on that can help answer whether the flow of informa>on was aligned in such way that the incoming trigger could indeed have ini>ated the resul>ng behavior by the follower. If we make this dis>nc>on and only consider any diggs that have been made on a story aWer a friend has digged on it, the probability of a reac>on drops below 3% for a low to moderate number and below 10% for even 100 incoming no>fica>ons. Given that an ac>ve user receives on average 13.7 triggers, this further explains the low conduc>vity of friendship links, and the resul>ng linear rela>onship between number of triggers and digging probability can be reduced to a stochas>c coun>ng process [38] . It can be expected that the percentage of causal triggers will even be considerably lower; to establish this number however direct feedback from par>cipants would be necessary explaining the mo>va>on for every digg.
Promo0on without Friendships
The fact that the likelihood that a story can become popular solely through the ac>vity of the submi`er's friendship network is rather slim (given the slow ac>va>on ra>o of friends, the limited contribu>on of the network of friends and low probability of a sufficiently large cri>cal mass of friends that are ac>ve on the same day), in most cases the contribu>on of non--friends is necessary to promote a story up to the threshold level.
When analyzing the ra>o of clicks from friends in the submi`er's network to the total number of diggs before reaching the promo>on threshold, the body of stories can be divided into two dis>nct groups --one with a high average contribu>on of friends and one with a low average contribu>on. Table 1 shows the ra>o of friends and non--friends ac>ve on a story both before and aGer the promo>on for all stories that became popular within the Digg network, divided into two groups using the arithme>c mean of friendship contribu>on ra>os of popular stories with a friendship contribu>on (50%) as a dividing threshold. Stories with more than 50% friendship network contribu>on were tagged as (a) "friend promoted", with less than 50% as (b) "non--friend promoted". Although being a rather simplis>c decision point, it provides a rather pronounced differen>a>on of all stories into two groups. Table 1 Ra>o of friends and non--friends among the total number of diggers for popular stories. The table lists the share of diggs coming from the submi`er's friendship network out of all diggs, both before and aGer reaching the promo>on threshold. When stories are classified into (a) friend promoted (>50% friend influence) and (b) non--friend promoted, for (a) the dis>nct influence of the friendship network in the promo>on becomes visible, where stories in (b) were dependent on a contribu>on from non--friends to go viral. 
Figure 9
Comparison of friend/non--friend digging ac>vi>es over a story life>me. The figure shows the ac>vity pa`erns on a popular story since publica>on, where subplot (a) depicts a typical friend--promoted story and subplot (b) a typical non--friend promoted story. The x--axis lists the >me in hours since story submission in logarithmic scale, the y--axis the number of diggs during this par>cular hour in logarithmic scale broken up in the contribu>on of friends (red) and non--friends (blue). Friend--promoted stories get a significant ini>al push from users in the submi`er's friendship network, while this contribu>on is absent for non--friend promo>ons. AGer reaching the promo>on threshold (dashed line), both stories a`ract a large amount of a`en>on and recruit part of the remaining friends who were not previously ac>vated.
In about 54% of all cases, a story was marketed predominantly by friends, although a contribu>on of non--friends (28%) was necessary un>l the story reached cri>cal mass. Figure  9 (a) shows this aggregated pa`ern for a prototypical story from this class; in the beginning of the stories' life>me, the submi`er's friends dominate the process un>l about one hour before the promo>on is reached, a number of unrelated users push the story over the threshold. In the remaining cases (46%), stories were spread and consumed predominantly by users outside the submi`er's friendship network. Figure  9 (b) shows a prototypical example for this pa`ern. Once the promo>on threshold is crossed, both types of stories are read more by non--friends, as the quan>ty is usually significantly larger and the possible contribu>on of the submi`er's friendship network may have already been exhausted. At this >me stories also experience an immediate and dras>c boost in the number of incoming diggs due to the prominent placement at the top of the Digg home page. This effect however quickly dampens down again as other more recently promoted stories displace the item from its prime posi>on and the story moves on to later front pages. Experimental measurements have determined that stories a`ract prac>cally no notable number of diggs aGer front page 4 or 36--48 hours. As shown in the last sec>on, the successful spread of informa>on cannot be explained directly from the social >es inside the inves>gated online social network, neither through the rela>onships among individual friends nor from the usage and outreach of users into their friendship network, in other words ac>va>ng the larger body of friends of friends. In both cases, the average ac>va>on of users is generally too small to cross the threshold to cri>cality, thus resul>ng in the fact that only 1% of all stories and items submi`ed to the network ever reach popularity and in only 50% of the popular stories this promo>on is due to the ac>on of friends. This however naturally raises the ques>on whether all users are equal inside the network, or whether there are some individuals in the social community (a) who themselves have be`er (or earlier) access to important content and are therefore able to submit a high number of stories that will become popular, (b) can use their friendship network more efficiently, act as mo>vators and are able to over--propo>onally recruit friends to click and spread the word, or (c) are able to early on spot content that will later resonate with the masses and become a hit. These ques>ons will be the focus of this sec>on.
There exist a number of ways to define the importance or cri>cality of individuals in networks. In complex network theory and social network analysis, importance is typically defined from a structural perspec>ve, using topological metrics such as node degree or betweenness [39] , which measure how well a par>cular node is connected to its surrounding peers and how many theore>cal communica>on paths between nodes in the network will pass this en>ty en route.
Based on this defini>on, most studies of online social networks find a small number of topologically cri>cal nodes [19, 22, 20] , resul>ng from the typical power--law degree distribu>on of these complex networks; there exist a few well--connected nodes with whom a large number of users are friends. In our analysis, we confirm these findings and will thus for now use this defini>on and this selected group as the reference to study cri>cal individuals. Contrary to other online social networks however, we do not only observe a skewed distribu>on in the degree and connec>vity of nodes, but also in the symmetry of rela>onships among users. While most OSN show high levels of link symmetry 2 , for example 74% of links in LiveJournal and 79% of links in YouTube are found to be bi--direc>onal [19] , the rela>onships in Digg are less reciproca>ve (38% on average) and also vary with the degree of the node: the more connec>ons an individual B already has, the less likely it is to match an incoming new friendship request from A. In Digg, A thus becomes a "fan" of B, thereby receiving no>fica>ons about the ac>vi>es of B, but this link and propaga>on of informa>on remains unidirec>onal as B will not be informed about the ac>ons of A.
This finding is consistent with sociological theory and ethnographic studies of social networks which iden>fied that friendship requests in OSN are oGen driven by users' interest to become passively informed by means of these social >es [35, 40] . The fact that the average symmetry is significantly lower and also dependent on the degrees of remote nodes, underlines (a) that users are engaging in friendships in the Digg OSN with the inten>on of informa>on delivery and (b) the existence of individuals which act (or views themselves) as sources and broadcasters of knowledge, which according to [30] would embody the cri>cal influen>als in the network.
SubmiUng Successful Stories
When looking at the en>re body of stories submi`ed to the social news aggregator in the past 4 years, similar pa`erns of varying importance become visible. While a large number of people is watching the content published on Digg 3 , only a limited number of registered users are ac>vely submiung content to the social network. The ac>vity pa`erns of these users is furthermore biased, as shown in the Lorentz plot in figure [10] : the 80% least ac>ve users of the network are together submiung only about 20% of the en>re content as shown by the dashed red line. This indicated a very uneven and biased system 4 , nearly the same skew -- commonly referred to as the 80--20 rule --has been found repeatedly in economics and sociology.
This skew becomes more dras>c when only considering those stories that gained enough support and were promoted to popular items. As the figure shows, these successful stories can be a`ributed to a select minority of only 2% of the community, which is able to find and submit 98% of all stories that will go viral. This effect is however not the result of the pure quan>ty that users par>cipate in the story submission process, in other words there exists no sta>s>cally significant rela>onship between the number of stories a person has submi`ed and the ra>o of stories that will become popular (r 2 =--0.01).
While the presence of such a highly skewed distribu>on poin>ng out a few users might indicate the existence of a few "chosen ones", a closer inspec>on reveals that these highly successful submi`ers are arXiv copy of Chris>an Doerr, Norbert Blenn, Siyu Tang 2 If user A names B a friend, B also refers to A as friend.
3 A combined analysis of user comments, diggs, and the number of visitors that followed a link associated with a par>cular story indicated that per registered digging user, the content is addi>onally seen by 12.9 passive spectators. The topics and generated clicks between spectators and digging users also reveal a near perfect overlap between digging and iden>fied reading and usage pa`erns (r 2 = 0.96), thus the registered digging users may be viewed as a true proxy for the behavior of the en>re Digg popula>on. When combining these two user groups and their clicking behavior, we were able to account for more than 95% of the page hits referrals Digg.com is genera>ng in the Internet according to [31] .
not those users cri>cal for the effec>ve spread of informa>on. First of all, the average ra>o of popular to submi`ed stories of the top 2% successful members of the community is only 0.23, therefore, even though they are the submi`er of eventually highly popular content, they do not always generate top hits but a high propor>on of their submi`ed content will not reach far. Second, the group of users who rank among the top successful members of the community is highly vola>le. When comparing the top submi`ers between adjacent months or quarters, the set of successful users changes substan>ally between each studied >me interval. As we do not find a significant number of stable members who are able to con>nuously repeat their previous successes, it has therefore to be concluded that there exists no conceptual difference or strategic advantage with those who do score successful stories. It appears that they were simply in the right place at the right >me.
We can however confidently say that it is not predominantly the well--connected nodes that are the originator of wide--spreading content, as there is no significant rela>onship between a user's success ra>o and its level of connec>vity with those around it (p>0.5).
Ac0va0on of the Social Network
While there do not exist any par>cular nodes that are over--propor>onally injec>ng popular items into the network, there is the possibility that these nodes are highly successful in ac>va>ng their surrounding friendship network, and therefore would be a key component in helping either their own or a friend's story reach widespread popularity.
It turns out however that the ac>va>on ra>o of a node's direct friends is surprisingly low. On average, a par>cular node is only able to generate 0.0069 diggs per friendship link. This is mainly due to a combina>on of the already low conduc>vity of friendship links with low ac>vity cycles of users. This low level of recruitment is furthermore quite stable with the structural proper>es of the network nodes. While the literature predicts that nodes in a social network achieve an exponen>ally increasing influence compared to their own importance [30, p. 124], we find a solid linear rela>onship (r 2 =0.76) between the size of a nodes' friendship network and the amount of users a person can recruit to click on a story, and a low slope of the linear regression (a=0.102). In consequence, there is no over--propor>onal impact of higher--degree nodes: 1 ac>vated user with 100 friends is on average about as effec>ve as 10 ac>vated users with 10 friends.
While we find no quan<ta<ve difference in the friendship network surrounding the important nodes, there may be a qualita<ve difference in terms of structural characteris>cs and the informa>on propaga>on along links. As complex networks evolve, certain growth processes such as preferen>al a`achment [41] create sets of highly connected clusters, which are interconnected by fewer links. According to social network theory [8, 42] , these links among clusters, commonly referred to as "weak >es", act as a cri>cal backbone for informa>on propaga>on, as informa>on within a cluster is communicated and replicated between nodes thereby crea>ng high amounts of redundancy, while the weak >es transport other, previously unknown informa>on between groups of nodes (see solid vs. dashed lines in figure 11(a) ).
Figure 10
Equality of story submission. The figure shows a Lorentz curve of the total and popular story submission compared to the Digg user popula>on, i.e., the plot shows on the y--axis which ra>o of stories y% were submi`ed by the least ac>ve x% of the Digg users. A perfect equality of ac>vi>es is characterized by the line of equality, where k% of users are contribu>ng k% of all stories. Within the Digg website, the story submission process is however unbalanced, as the least ac>ve 80% of users only submit about 20% of all stories on the Digg website. This bias is even stronger when only considering those stories that reach popularity: the 2% most successful users contributed nearly 98% of all stories that reached the promo>on threshold.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we classified the network structurally into weak and strong >es according to their edge betweenness and compared their theore>cal importance to the actual amount of content that was propagated between each two nodes. Figure 11 (b) shows a Lorentz plot of the link weight distribu>ons for the topological betweenness and the actual informa>on conduc>vity, demonstra>ng that the distribu>ons are in general comparable and of the same class. As there is no hard threshold for what characterizes a weak or strong >e, we classified the top and bo`om 20% of the distribu>on as weak and strong >es respec>vely and compared them to the number of stories propagated along a certain link. As shown in figure  11 (c), there does not exist any rela>onship (r 2 = 0.00006), thus informa>on is not propagated more effec>vely along weak >es. Other topological defini>ons of how central a user is within a network, such as coreness or eigenvector centrality, also do not show any significant rela>onship to the propaga>on of informa>on along edges (r 2 = --0.0112 and r 2 = --0.0116, respec>vely).
Early Predictors
Finally, we inves>gated if the assumed cri>cal individuals ----while not able to submit more popular content or ac>vate more users ----are able to early--on iden>fy content that will later on become popular (see for example [30] ). In the months of April--May 2009, we followed the vo>ng pa`erns of all registered users on all stories to determine how successful users were in finding and clicking on content that within the next hours or days would reach the popular stage. Of all ac>vity within this two month >me period, users iden>fied and reacted on average only to 11.9% (9% when elimina>ng those users who clicked on less than 5 stories in total over the period of two months) of content before it got promoted. With the absence of any high performers, we are unable to iden>fy specific individuals who are able to consistently and repeatedly find emergent trends. This observa>on did not change either for the case of the high degree individuals or the users with a high success ra>o of submiung content that will go viral; there exists no sta>s>cally significant difference in their ability to find content in the social network before it actually reaches widespread popularity.
Beyond Sta0c Friendship Rela0ons
From the previous discussions in sec>ons 4 and 5, it becomes evident that neither the importance of individual users nor the dynamics of the individual friendship rela>ons or the network of friends can at a sta>s>cally significant level consistently explain why a certain story will become a success while another one will not. Furthermore, as in nearly 50% of all stories the promo>on process took place without any dominant interference by the friendship net--work, we further inves>gated how the low par>cipa>on values of the friendship network may be explained and which features are the dividing force between those stories pushed by friends and those promoted by the general public.
Spread Without Friends --A MaYer of Timely Relevance
To get to the root of why one story is propagated by the help of friends while another one is pushed by random users from the community, we conducted a survey and presented a group of non--experts with the >tle, descrip>on, image and the type of story (news ar>cle, video, or image) of the 158 most successful stories that were promoted in the last year. As we could in retrospect classify these stories as friend or non--friend promoted, the survey items were balanced in terms of topic areas to mimic a similar distribu>on as on the Digg website. Given only the contextual informa>on about the story, we asked the par>cipants to rate the general appeal, their own personal interest and the general importance of a par>cular story. Using a similar representa>on as on the Digg website, one story was presented at a >me to the par>cipants to rule out any influences from adjacent items or possible other cogni>ve biases such as the primacy effect [43] . The survey results indicated that the differen>a>on in the promo>on process of stories was a direct result how important and relevant the par>cipants rated the topic of a par>cular story. Either a high ra>ng of "general interest to the public", in other words it is likely that one would hear about the topic in the evening news, or a high level of >mely relevance, i.e., will this story be as important next month as it is now, was able to serve as a reliable predictor that a par>cular story has reached popularity on its own without driving help of friends (both factors sta>s>cally significant at p=0.05).
Explaining Cri0cal Mass Through Temporal Alignment
As a large number of factors previously hypothesized to be of cri>cal importance to informa>on spread in OSNs turned out to be rather insignificant and furthermore highly vola>le between observa>on periods, we further inves>gated the influence of >me on the story propaga>on process. We found that some of the unexpected low or highly fluctua>ng factors are to some extent dependent upon the temporal alignment of users, i.e., whether users in general (and friends in par>cular) are visi>ng the site within the same narrow >me window or not. Figure 12 visualizes this idea of temporal alignment on a snapshot of the frontpages from April 2009, which shows the posi>on of all popular stories with at least 100 diggs over a 48 hour >me interval on the first 50 frontpages. As can be seen from the figure, there exists a high flux in the amount of stories passing through; within on average 3 hours the en>re content on the first frontpage has been replaced by newer items. From a combined analysis of vo>ng pa`erns and such frontpage traces, we are able to determine the usual search strategy and depth of users inside the social network, i.e., when, how oGen and how deep they are looking through the en>re site. This process revealed that stories accumulate 80% of the en>re a`en>on they will receive aGer promo>on from users on the first and second page only, while the ra>o of users who are going over more than the first 4 front pages is prac>cally zero. Figure 11 : Information propagation along weak and strong ties. According to the weak ties hypothesis [8, 42] , the links connecting different clusters and communities (resulting therefore in a high edge betweenness) are critical to the spread of information (see subfigure a). A comparison of the topological structure and the activity and usage patterns of the social network through Lorentz curves showed in principle similar network characteristics (subfigure b), yet there existed no relationship between the strength of the tie (edge betweenness) and the amount of information propagated, neither for the entire network as a whole nor for the subclasses of strong and weak links (subfigure c).
Figure 11
Informa>on propaga>on along weak and strong >es. According to the weak >es hypothesis [8, 42] , the links connec>ng different clusters and communi>es (resul>ng therefore in a high edge betweenness) are cri>cal to the spread of informa>on (see subfigure a). A comparison of the topological structure and the ac>vity and usage pa`erns of the social network through Lorentz curves showed in principle similar network characteris>cs (subfigure b), yet there existed no rela>onship between the strength of the >e (edge betweenness) and the amount of informa>on propagated, neither for the en>re network as a whole nor for the subclasses of strong and weak links (subfigure c).
users proac>vely follow up through friendship rela>ons. This finding demonstrates that whether a story reaches cri>cal mass depends to a significant extent upon who and how many people are currently ac>ve on the site within a short >me window. A combina>on of this temporal perspec>ve with interest and friendship data can go a long way, as we were able to improve our analysis accuracy of the ac>va>on ra>o of certain friendship links and parts of the friendship network by a factor of 15. Note however that while a temporal view is currently able to reveal in retrospect why certain users clicked on a par>cular story and how and along which parts the informa>on did propagate, it is not yet possible to predict how users will interact on a story in the future for a variety of reasons. Most importantly, an accurate predic>on will require a good model of users' future ac>vity periods at a fine enough resolu>on to minimize the predic>on error of which stories users will see. Further--more, it will necessary to further understand the concrete decision process that will lead to a user ac>vely clicking on a story.
Beyond Sta0c Friendship Rela0ons
While cri>cal mass can be significantly be`er explained when accoun>ng for >me differences and the shiG and alignment of user ac>vity periods, the individual friendship rela>ons and the network of friends of friends s>ll cannot fully describe the informa>on propaga>on processes observed in the Digg social network. This sec>on will present the case that a social network can only be par>ally captured through the topology of the direct friendship network, but that there may exist an unknown number of different logical network layers on top, whose topologies may reveal where and how interac>on and collabora>on actually take place.
Assessing the Impact of the Topological Layer
In order to discover pa`erns of people and groups of people who commonly act together instead of only those who seem connected through a friendship rela>on, we analyzed the corpus of diggs for the existence of associa>on rules, a machine learning technique which has previously provided merit in soGware debugging and marke>ng [44] . Associa>on rules capture and quan>fy the co--occurrences of par>cular en>>es, i.e., they discover if for example whenever a feature A appears, in how many cases feature B would co--occur. It has been frequently quoted that this technique has provided input to shopping center op>miza>ons, discovering unknown, hidden rela>onships between individual customer purchasing decisions [45] . The applicability and strength of such rules is assessed through their support and confidence, which measure the overall frac>on of en>>es to which a par>cular rule applies, and the percentage of cases in which the co--occurrence can be observed, respec>vely.
We limited our search only to rules providing a minimum support of 0.01% and a minimum confidence of 50%, meaning that any user considered for a par>cular rule must have par>cipated in at least 0.01% of all stories (thereby elimina>ng abandoned and very low--volume user accounts) and establishing only a rela>onship if users share at least half of their diggs together. For the en>re corpus, nearly 1.2 million common ac>vity pa`erns could be discovered, which were mapped against the topology of the actual friendship network. Figure  13 shows the percentage of friendship links between user pairs that were found to exhibit high levels of co--par>cipa>on on the same stories as a func>on of the rule confidence in percent. As can be seen from the figure, the vast majority of similarly behaving user pairs in the Digg network have not formed a friendship between them. For any confidence value between 50--80%, meaning that in 5--8 out of 10 cases a digg by user A on a par>cular story will result in a digg from user B, there is less than a 1% probability that user A and B are directly connected. Even for extremely high performing rules, when in 95 out of 100 cases two users behave in an iden>cal manner, less than 12% of those user pairs are friends. We can therefore conclude that although there exist some pa`erns in the common behavior of users, The high turnover rate of even the popular stories and the limited a`en>on span and ac>vity periods of users can offer an explana>on of the low importance of the bare topology of the friendship graph is unsuited to fully capture it.
The "Digg Patriots": A Hidden Logical Layer
The existence of strong pa`erns and structure in the behavior of users on the website suggest that users may engage in community building, forming a "logical network topology" characterized by a specific seman>cs on top of the underlying social media plaSorm. Concrete mechanisms to discover and iden>fy the size and shape of these communi>es is s>ll subject to research, as a proof--of--concept we will however make the case of the "Digg Patriots", an ac>vist group of Digg users aiming to game the promo>on algorithm through coordinated collec>ve digging on stories, in some reported cases aGer payment by third par>es [46] .
When an email list archive of alleged members of the "Patriots" was exposed in 2010, we were able to link the email communica>ons of 102 members to a par>cular Digg profile and cross--reference their iden>>es against the discovered highly--aligned ac>vity pa`erns of users. Nearly half of the exposed "Patriots" also appear in the body of discovered associa>on rules, figure 14 shows the percentage of rules between 50--80% confidence from user interac>on that were either linkable to either friendships or the "Digg Patriots". Remarkably, the collec>on of 102 coordinated "Patriots" known to us provides nearly a fiGh of the discovered behavioral rules that can be extracted from the en>re social network graph of 2 million users and 7.7 million friendship links between them.
It is therefore evident that effec>ve social network analysis needs to go far beyond the analysis of the bare friendship topology and actually classify the seman>cs and characteris>cs of visible friendship and invisible other logical >es between social network users. How drama>c the logical >es between these par>cular users, undiscoverable from a graph theore>cal perspec>ve, might have been to the Digg social network can be exemplarily seen in figure 15 which shows the diggs made over >me on three promoted stories: Coordina>ng and orchestra>ng diggs in the early life >me of a story, the "Patriots" (indicated in red) might have been the driver influencing the trajectory enough to push them over the promo>on threshold, thereby leveraging the mass a`en>on resul>ng from a front page through very li`le effort, yet invisible topologically.
Figure 14
Explanatory power of the "Digg Patriots" layer. Even though the 102 analyzed members of the "Digg Patriots" were only about a 20000 th of the en>re user popula>on, this small select group -seman>cally and topologically invisibly linked by their group membership -alone generated a fiGh of all common globally--recognizable ac>vity pa`erns that could be found between the remaining 2 million users and their 7.7 million friendship links. total diggs (y--axis) over >me since the original submission of the story (x--axis), for the case of three example stories which became popular aGer unusually high digging ac>vity from "Digg Patriots". The cas>ng of an up--vote by a "Digg Patriot" is indicated in red; most of their ac>vity is concentrated right aGer submission un>l the story reaches the promo>on threshold and enters the front page.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have evaluated the common assump>on made in social network analysis that the deciding factor determining whether some informa>on goes viral or not are the individual friendship rela>ons among users. While we find evidence of some structure in how these friendship rela>ons are formed (there is a high overlap of interests), the actual effec>veness and common clicking rate of friendship links is surprisingly low and does not confirm the high importance that is a`ributed to these social >es. As the wider network of friends stretching over mul>ple hops (friends tell their friends who tell their friends) provides a much smaller contribu>on in prac>ce than it could in theory (it could reach an exponen>ally increasing number of en>>es), the impact and the propaga>on along friendships and the network of friends is in most cases not enough to reach cri>cal mass. We furthermore no>ce that although there exists a significant skew in the characteris>cs of network nodes from a topological perspec>ve, we do not find any evidence that these network nodes are indeed behaving differently and more effec>vely in terms of spreading informa>on. They have no be`er access to informa>on, are not more efficient triggering their friends or do not predict trends be`er. The fact that there exists no group that can consistently and at a high level generate "hits" and individuals' success ra>os fluctuate largely across observa>on periods leads to the conclusion that even successful members do not actually seem to have the recipe for success.
Various outcomes of our analysis however point to two factors that in the past have not received sufficient a`en>on: >me alignment and existence of non--topological rela>onships between users. We find that when incorpora>ng these factors, the conduc>vity of informa>on propaga>on and our ability to explain it in retrospect improves manyfold. Accurately predic>ng when users will be ac>ve and developing methods to detect and characterize these logical links between users will be the focus of future research. Page 13
